Remember Mike Pompeo? "Live Exercise"?

By Anna Von Reitz

Here you go. The complete explanation of the Plan-demic, which was indeed planned by the United Nations World Health Organization, and signed onto by the Municipal Governments of 196 countries.

Yep. Pompeo called it exactly what this whole disastrous dogpile is--- a "live exercise" planned well in advance by WHO and the incorporated Municipal Governments ---- and in our case, those "governments" shouldn't even exist outside of the boundaries of Washington, DC.

That's the rope for the Pope and the UN CORP, both.

They don't have a leg to stand on. The Constitution of the United States makes it very clear that their Municipal services are strictly limited in scope and all 185,000 Municipal Corporations that have been formed here need to be liquidated and/or placed under our management.

Here's the scoop on WHO's pre-planning and responsibility for the Plandemic:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7I5LzLgNSI

And here's a helpful explanatory piece from Before It's News:
https://beforeitsnews.com/international/2020/08/the-smoking-gun-has-been-found-2-2501657.html

The answer? Sue all of them out of existence for this. WHO, CDC, NIH, Fauci, Gates, the whole bunch.

Always remember that all these guilty parties are in the business of making vaccines for profit. And always remember that vaccine manufacturers have no liability for their products--- so if they are to be held accountable, the basis for that accountability needs to rest on other issues, like obstruction of trade, fraudulent misrepresentation and false advertising, false inducement, constructive fraud, lack of disclosure, and similar charges.
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